The unforeseeable hammerhead ribozyme
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Abstract

Despite its small size, the complex behavior of the hammerhead ribozyme keeps surprising us, even more than 20 years after its discovery. Here, we summarize recent developments in the field, in particular the discovery of the first split hammerhead ribozyme.

Introduction and context

The hammerhead ribozyme is a small catalytic RNA that is centered on a three-way junction [1]. It was originally discovered in sub-viral plant pathogens, where it is implicated in the processing of multimeric replication circular intermediates [2,3]. The multimeric transcripts self-cleave to generate monomeric linear RNA molecules and subsequently the natural hammerhead ribozymes likely circularize the linear RNAs in the (reverse) ligation reaction. Other genomic locations have also been identified, for example in satellite DNA of amphibians or cave crickets and in distinct loci of the Arabidopsis thaliana genome [4–7]. The biological function of these hammerhead ribozymes, however, has so far remained obscure. For a considerable time, studies were focused on minimal versions of the hammerhead ribozyme, consisting of a catalytic core with a few conserved nucleotides flanked by three helices (Figure 1a), until about five years ago, when it was realized that additional tertiary interacting elements are present in two of the helices (Figure 1b,c). Crucially, these were shown to be essential for the activity of the ribozyme under physiological ionic conditions [8,9]. A first crystal structure [10] of such a tertiary stabilized (or ‘extended’) hammerhead ribozyme showed an intimate network of predominantly non-Watson-Crick base pairs [11] between nucleotides in the (hairpin or internal) loops of stems I and II. These loop-loop interactions are coupled with a subtle rearrangement of the catalytic core compared to earlier structures of minimal ribozymes.

Major recent advances

While the field concentrated on minimal hammerheads (Figure 1a) with the aim of defining the behavior of the prototypical hammerhead ribozyme, it became clear that no such entity exists. Individual hammerhead ribozymes display a substantial variation in loop or bulge sequences [12] and these sequences sustain the tertiary interactions required for both catalytic activities (cleavage and ligation) under physiological conditions. A recent study systematically investigated the influence of natural loop sequences derived from viroid or satellite RNAs on both the cleavage and ligation reactions [13]. Under identical reaction conditions, a very broad range of catalytic properties were observed, with reaction constants varying by more than 2 log units. This indicates that the peripheral sequence elements (Figure 1b,c) can exert dramatic effects on the dynamical equilibrium of the local core of the hammerhead ribozyme, the sequence of which is identical in all constructs tested. This observation is not unprecedented as earlier studies had indicated that sequence variations in the core itself could be tolerated, depending on the nature of the hammerhead [14,15]. Taken together, these data indicate that the reactions catalyzed by the hammerhead are intrinsically steered by the peripheral loop sequences, allowing the ribozymes to fulfill their biological functions in very different conditions and environments. Thus, the idiosyncrasy of these sequences might allow for regulation of the rolling circle replication of the sub-viral RNAs in which they are located and...
influence the ratio of multimers and circular or linear monomers, as recently discussed [13]. The possible roles of the intervening helical stems in the regulation processes are not yet understood.

Despite the strong influence of the peripheral regions on the reaction kinetics of the hammerhead ribozyme, a comparative study shows that the minimal and the tertiary stabilized forms display some clear similarities at the mechanistic level [16]. This very topic, the mechanism of the reaction, for a long time hotly debated, has seen new input from a combined approach using x-ray crystallography and molecular dynamics simulations [17]. This study revealed that a well-ordered Mn²⁺ ion might induce a solvent-ordering effect promoting the exact positioning of a potentially protonated water or other solvent molecule. This molecule, in turn, might stabilize the transition state by helping to counteract the unfavorable pKa of the 2’OH of G8, the hydroxyl group that is considered to be the general acid of the reaction. Closer insight into the transition state has also come from a recent striking crystallographic study [18] that provides structural snapshots of the precatalytic and postcatalytic states of the hammerhead ribozymes derived from the original satellite RNA of the tobacco ringspot virus [3].

Hammerhead ribozymes have been found in other genomes [4–7] as well as those of sub-viral plant pathogens, but the biological roles of such ribozymes are not yet understood. In this regard, an exciting discovery is the split hammerhead ribozyme recently found by means of a database search in the 3’ untranslated region (UTR) of several mammalian mRNAs [19]. In these sequences, initially found in rodent lectin mRNAs, the hammerhead domain consists of a substrate and an enzyme segment, separated by up to hundreds of nucleotides but residing on the same transcript (Figure 1d). Despite their bi-modular design, these new ribozymes feature the tertiary interaction elements that are essential for catalytic activities and probably responsible for the modulation of the activity in individual hammerhead ribozyme sequences as described above.

Because these sequences are located between the stop codon and the polyadenylation signal, a biological function in post-transcriptional gene regulation can be readily envisaged and expression data from fusion constructs support this idea [19]. It is likely that at some level, however, the endogenous split hammerheads are subjected to (allosteric) regulation since otherwise the genes would never be expressed. Modulating the expression levels of the mRNAs that contain the ribozyme might also be achieved by the structural availability of sequences required for cleavage activity, as can be the case in post-transcriptional regulation by the predominantly bacterial riboswitches [20]. Most exciting is the possibility that the enzyme part of the split ribozymes might be active in trans, that is, act on other RNAs that harbor the substrate sequence. Martick et al. [19] point out that several mRNAs that are related to the lectin mRNA contain such a substrate but lack the ribozyme sequence.

**Future directions**

The discovery of the split hammerhead ribozymes in the 3’ UTR of rodent lectin mRNAs poses the question of whether this is a general and widespread mechanism of post-transcriptional gene regulation. As discussed elsewhere [19], the difficulty of systematically searching for ribozymes in genomes makes it hard to establish such biological regulation. Further genetic and biochemical analyses might reveal whether these sequences indeed might be active naturally as a true enzyme in trans, that is, with the property of multiple turnover. A more general question is that of the parameters that regulate the activity of tertiary stabilized hammerheads, both in the split and the compact forms. For example, can natural changes in the intracellular environment promote or prevent the formation of tertiary interactions in the hammerhead ribozyme, which might be reflected in the accumulation of specific viroid forms? Finding answers to this and related questions will not be trivial and will probably require integrated in vitro and in vivo studies.
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